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Dominic C. Milano, City Engineer
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TRAFFIC CALMING REPORT

1978

Attached for City Council review is the Traffic Calming Study of Hacienda Road prepared by
Tom

Brohard

and

Associates.

Mr. Brohard is prepared to make a presentation to the City

Council describing the option available to reduce the speed on Hacienda Road.
This report has been reviewed by the Public Works Committee and a public meeting was held to
solicited comments

on

the report.

The

report

has been

revised

is seeking direction from the Council on its implementation.
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City Engineer
City of La Habra Heights

JUL 2 9 2002
cin' OFLA SRA HEIGHTS

1245 North Hacienda Boulevard
La Habra Heights, California 90631

Subject: Traffic Calming Study of Hacienda Road — Final Report
Dear Mr. Milano:
On October 30, 2001,

we met to review the proposed

scope of services

and to

discuss various parameters associated with our Traffic Calming Study of
Hacienda Road in the City of La Habra Heights. Pertinent information and data
associated with our study were also provided to us at that meeting.
On January 31, 2002, the first public workshop was held to solicit and receive
input from the community regarding traffic speeds, traffic accidents, and their
suggestions on various traffic calming measures to be considered. The workshop
was taped and shown on local cable television. Additional

public input was

subsequently received from the community by email and telephone. Copies of
speed measurements

and traffic accident reports taken on Hacienda

Road were

subsequently provided to us for review as part of the traffic calming study. On
June 4, our preliminary draft traffic calming report was presented to the City' s
Public Works Advisory Committee. After incorporating their comments, the
revised draft report was presented to the Committee at their televised meeting on
July 15. Comments from the Committee and the public made at the July 15

meeting have also been addressed and are included in the enclosed final report.
We look forward to presenting the enclosed final report to the City Council on
if desired, to assisting the City in developing an incremental

August 8 and,

implementation plan within budgetary constraints. Please call me at any time to
answer

your

questions.

Respectfully submitted,
Tom Brohard and Associates

4, -Tom Brohard
Principal
Enclosure
8215 Via Escondido
562) 907- 5680

Whittier, CA 90605
Fax (562) 907-4601

Email tbrohard@earthak.

net
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OVERVIEW OF THE TRAFFIC CALMING STUDY

The City of La Habra Heights retained Tom Brohard and Associates to evaluate
alternatives to slow traffic speeds on Hacienda Road. While it is recognized that

there are a number of commuters using Hacienda Road, specific measures to
reduce the volume of through traffic have not been the focus of this study.

The services provided during this study included a review of traffic speeds at
various locations along Hacienda Road as well as a review of accident reports
taken on Hacienda Road over the last six years. This information was analyzed

and field observations were made to quantify specific areas along Hacienda
Road where current traffic speeds and the recent traffic accident history are

higher than expected or desired and where traffic calming measures should be
considered. Alternatives to slow traffic were then developed for consideration.

An initial workshop was held on January 31, 2002 to solicit and receive input
from the community regarding traffic speeds, traffic accidents, and their

suggestions on various traffic calming measures to be considered. The workshop
was taped

and shown
received

subsequently

on local cable television. Additional public input was
A
from the community by email and telephone.

preliminary draft report was presented to the City' s Public Works Advisory
Committee on June 4. A second televised public workshop was conducted on
July 15 with the Committee to present the study' s findings and conclusions and
to receive further public input. A presentation of the final report to the City
Council is scheduled for August 8 and, if desired, an incremental

implementation

plan will be subsequently developed while considering budgetary constraints.
Following preliminary review of traffic accident data, an application was prepared

for funding under the Federal Hazard Elimination Safety Program. If approved,
the City could receive $ 360, 000 of funding in July 2003 to install raised medians
on Hacienda Road from the north City Boundary to Reposado Drive, nearly a
mile in length. We believe this project has an excellent chance of being funded.
PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The goals and objectives for the Hacienda Road traffic calming study include the
following:
Identify locations experiencing excessive speeds, if any, and develop cost
effective

mitigation

measures.

Reduce average travel speeds by two to three miles per hour.
Reduce the posted speed limit to 30 miles per hour while maintaining
radar

enforcement

capabilities.

Identify locations experiencing higher than anticipated traffic accident
rates, if any, and develop cost effective mitigation measures.
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SUMMARY OF PUBLIC INPUT RECEIVED

On January 31, 2002, the first workshop was held for the Hacienda Road traffic
study. The purpose of the meeting was to solicit input regarding
Hacienda Road including identification of the locations experiencing excessive
speed and the time of day when it occurs. Input regarding traffic accidents along
Hacienda Road was solicited to gain information about locations experiencing
unreported traffic accidents and other problems. Information regarding various

calming

traffic calming techniques together with illustrating photographs was distributed
and feedback was solicited. Additional input subsequently received via email and
telephone has also been included in the summary below.
Traffic speeds

Vehicles racing at the merge point near City hall
Excessive speed through the dogleg curves
Excessive speeds after the horseshoe curve southbound

between 6 and

6: 30 AM and between 8: 30 and 9: 30 AM weekdays
Traffic speeds are excessive at all times
Traffic accidents

Collisions at the dogleg
Rear end collisions involving vehicles turning into driveways, particularly
northbound just past the first dogleg curve
Southbound collisions at the first curve north of the horseshoe, particularly
in foggy and rainy road conditions
Difficult turns
Left turns from Avocado Crest to Hacienda

Exiting driveways between 6: 30 and 8: 30 AM weekdays
Access to the driveway opposite Avocado Crest
Access at 2200, the driveway just south of the horseshoe
Observations
Need to maintain access into/ out of driveways

Some vehicles pass illegally over the double yellow centerline, particularly
in the painted median at the park
There are bicycle riders on weekends between East and West Roads
Enforcement

has limitations

in terms of effectiveness

Accommodate people walking, riding horses, and riding bicycles

Speeds have increased after the resurfacing project
The current lack of edge striping is a problem

Sight distance limitations caused by vegetation and roadway curves
Improve signing to redirect trucks to other routes
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Suggestions

regarding potential traffic calming measures

Consider raised medians at various locations

Consider flashing LED markers in the roadway
Rumble strips create excessive

noise

Consider entry monument signs on medians in the roadway
Improve the striping at the horseshoe curve

Modify the northbound lane drop, merging the outside into the inside lane
Raised pavement markers along the edge may adversely impact bicyclists
Consider " double fine" zones

Consider " this is not a thoroughfare" signing

Consider purchasing additional radar speed trailers
Operate the new signal at Skyline Drive on a fixed cycle, not rest in red

Change the flashing beacon for the Skyline Drive traffic signal to " Prepare
to Stop" and illuminate it only when the signal is red
Should have lowered the speed limit to 30 mph during construction

Support for narrowing the roadway and lowering the speed limit to 30
Change the traffic signals to 4 -way stop signs
Consider physical restrictions including speed humps
Increase the number of roadside trees to " narrow" the road

Speakers inquired about the traffic calming measures installed on Mar Vista
Street in the City of Whittier, and their latest report on this project is attached.
EXCESSIVE SPEED SEGMENTS

Vehicular speeds have been measured at various times along Hacienda Road

over the last several years. The following table summarizes this data:
Speeds

Measured
50th

85th

32

35

27 thru 36

0.0

Pace

Location

Date

Dir.

At Skyline

2/ 19/ 98

NB

Avg.
31. 5

At Skyline

2/ 19/ 98

SB

37. 0

37

41

32 thru 41

10. 4

N/ O Skyline

1/ 25/ 02

SB

36. 9

37

42

32 thru 41

N/ A

N/ 0 Skyline

1/ 26/ 02

SB

38. 6

39

44

34 thru 43

N/ A

At City Park 12/ 2/ 97
At City Park 8/ 17/ 01

NB

37. 5

37

41

31 thru 40

16. 5

NB

35. 7

35

41

31 thru 40

N/ A

At City Park 12/ 2/ 97
At City Park 9/ 21/ 01

SB

43. 6

44

47

40 thru 49

5. 0

SB

36. 3

36

41

32 thru 41

14. 2

1/ 6/98

NB

40. 7

41

44

35 thru 44

7. 8

1/ 6/ 98

SB

38. 9

39

42

35 thru 44

1. 0

At City Hall
At City Hall
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At the beginning of this study, the following criteria were established to determine
if a location is experiencing excessive speeds:
More than 50%

of vehicles exceeding posted 35 miles per hour speed limit

over 24 hours or during one hour, or
More

than

20%

of vehicles exceeding engineering and traffic survey
critical speed over 24 hours or during one hour.
Based upon these criteria together with the data provided by the City, each of the
Hacienda

Road segments

except the northbound

direction

at Skyline

Drive is

experiencing excessive speeds.

LOCATIONS EXPERIENCING HIGHER THAN ANTICIPATED ACCIDENTS

The Hacienda Road traffic calming study included a review of all traffic accidents
on Hacienda Road in the City between January 1, 1996 and December 31, 2001,
a period of six years. The individual

traffic accident reports themselves were

reviewed for all collisions occurring on Hacienda Road from the northern City
boundary to Reposado Drive for the entire six years as well as for the rest of
Hacienda Road for 2001. The data contained in the State Wide Integrated Traffic
Records System ( SWITRS) was also reviewed for Hacienda Road south of
Reposado Drive for 1998, 1999, and 2000.
Intersections -

Our review disclosed only eight intersection type collisions ( right

angle/broadside, left turn, rear end on approach) together with very low accident
rates at these intersections along Hacienda Road as follows:
Number of Reported Accidents
Intersection
Skyline Drive

1996

1997

0

1

1998

1999

2000

Acc. Rate
2001
1

Total (

A/ MV)

0

0

0

2

0. 05

East Road

0

2

0

2

4

0. 14

West Road

0

1

0

0

1

0. 03

Avocado Crest

1

0

0

0

1

0. 04

At the beginning of this study, the following criteria were established to identify an
intersection

with either a significant number of accidents or a high accident rate:

Traffic Control

Number of Accidents

Accident Rate ( A/MV)

Traffic Signals >

four collisions/ year >

1. 0 acc/ million vehicles

Other >

five collisions/ year >

2. 0 acc/ million vehicles
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The intersection accident history on Hacienda Road has been very good. In fact,
no

intersections

experienced

either

a higher

than

anticipated

number

of

accidents or a high accident rate during the time frame evaluated.
Our review disclosed 91 midblock type collisions ( head- on
collisions, single vehicle accidents, midblock rear end accidents) together with
Midblock Segments -

the accident rates for these segments along Hacienda Road as follows:
1996

Segment

N/ O Skyline Drive

Skyline/ Canada S.
Canada S/ Reposado
Reposado/ Encanada

3

Number of Reported Accidents
1999 2000 2001
1997 1998
4
3
1
2
2

Acc. Rate
Total (

A/ MVM)

15

1. 18

4

2

30

2. 36

10

2

7

5

3

2

6

4

2

4

21

2. 13

2

1

0

3

6

0. 98

5
4

1. 33
0. 65

Encanada/ East

1

2

1

East/ West

1

0

2

1
1

West/ Avocado Crest
Avocado CrestNilla Rita

2

0

3

0

5

0. 97

1

0

0

2

3

0. 80

0

0

2

0. 61

1

1

Villa Rita/ Janine

At the beginning of this study, the following criteria were established to identify a
segment with either a significant number of accidents or a high accident rate:
Number of Accidents
3 collisions/ year >

Accident Rate ( A/ MVM)
3. 0 acc/ million vehicle miles

The midblock accident history on

Hacienda

Road

exceeded

our

defined

threshold of more than three collisions per year in the Skyline Drive to Canada
average of 5 accidents per year) and in the Canada
Sombre Road to Reposado Drive segment ( average of 3. 5 accidents per year.)
However these two segments did not exceed the defined threshold of an

Sombre

Road

segment (

accident rate exceeding 3 accidents per million vehicle miles traveled. The vast
majority of these accidents ( 30 of the 51 reported in these two segments)

occurred when the roadway was wet with vehicles traveling at excessive speeds
conditions.
The resurfacing project completed last year provides much

for

improved skid resistance and could be effective in reducing the number of
accidents involving wet road conditions.

Based on the accident history between 1998 and 2000 on Hacienda Road north
of Reposado Drive, an application was submitted in February to the California
Department of Transportation for consideration of funding under the Federal
Hazard Elimination Safety Program. The raised median would provide positive

control and separation of opposing traffic. While the raised median would vary in
from 2' to 10', the precise geometry would be determined during
preliminary engineering design after the project is funded.

width
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TRAFFIC CALMING CONSIDERATIONS FOR SPEED REDUCTION

As indicated earlier in this report, each of the Hacienda Road segments except

the northbound direction at Skyline Drive is experiencing excessive speeds. In

addition, the midblock accident history on Hacienda Road exceeded our defined
threshold of more than three collisions per year in both the Skyline Drive to
Canada Sombre Road segment and in the Canada Sombre Road to Reposado
Drive segment. Based upon these findings and the physical roadway conditions

on Hacienda Road in the City of La Habra Heights, the following traffic calming
measures for speed reduction are recommended for consideration:

1 Roadway Striping —At present, the through travel lanes vary from 12' to 17' in
width. Raised reflective and non -reflective pavement markers have been installed

on the double yellow centerline striping,

and

white/ clear

reflective

raised

pavement markers without painted white edge lines are now in place on the right

side of the through lanes approximately 24' apart. Paved shoulders outside the
white/ clear reflective raised pavement markers vary in width from 1' to 5'.
The Califomia Department of Transportation publishes the Traffic Manual and the

Design Manual, guidelines typically used by local agencies in Califomia for the
placement

of traffic control

devices.

The

California

Traffic

Control

Devices

Committee ( CTCDC) meets quarterly to discuss possible changes to the Traffic
Manual and is the body that approves experimentation requests for new devices.

Another commonly used resource is A Policy on Geometric Design of Streets
and Highways 2001 published by the American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials. These documents suggest the following:
Medians —width varies from 11" traversable double yellow stripe through 2' wide

non -traversable double/ double yellow striping and wider. Raised medians are
generally 4' wide, but may be 1' wide with appropriate delineation which may
include striping, raised pavement markers, and/ or surface mounted delineators.
Left turn lanes — usually
Through lanes —

a minimum of 10' wide.

usually a minimum of 10' wide in areas without bicycle lanes,

with 11' minimum width adjacent to striped bicycle lanes and raised medians.
Bicycle lanes — in areas without concrete curbs and gutters, on street bicycle
lanes range from 4' wide minimum to 7' wide maximum.
Raised pavement markers —

while used frequently to simulate striping patterns,

in general they should not be used to supplement the white right edge stripe as
their use may lead motorists to believe there is another lane to the right of the

markers. If used on a right edge line, an engineering study should document the

6
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reasons for their use. On August 22, the CTCDC will consider a recommendation

on proposed marker spacing no greater than 10' apart on right edge lines.
With consideration of these accepted guidelines together with existing conditions

on Hacienda Road and assuming there will be no additional pavement/ shoulder

widening, revised striping within the existing overall roadway width from edge of
pavement to edge of pavement is suggested as follows:
Suggested Revised Striping

Width

Segment

4' median*, 11' thru, 1' shoulders

North City Boundary to Skyline Drive 28'
Skyline Drive to Canada Sombre Rd.

34' 10' median*,

2' median*, 11' thru, 1' shoulders

Canada Sombre Rd. to Reposado Dr. 26'
Reposado

Drive to Encanada Drive

11' thru, 1' shoulders

2' median,

26'

10' thru, 1- 3' shoulders**

Encanada Drive to East Road

32' 10' median, 10' thru, 1' shoulders

East Road to West Road

26'

2' median, 10' thru, 1- 3' shoulders**

West Road to Avocado Crest Road

26'

2' median, 10' thru, 1- 3' shoulders**

Avocado Crest Road to Villa Rita Dr.

34' 10' median, 10' thru, 1- 3' shoulders**

Villa Rita Drive to Janine Drive

50' 10' median,

widths suggested

are for painted

medians.

11' thru, 18' east side

Precise widths of raised medians

within painted median areas will be determined during the preliminary design
after the project from the North City Boundary to Reposado Drive is funded.
widths of shoulders should be adjusted to maximize sight distance at
intersections and driveways on the inside of horizontal curves and, if possible, to

use the existing double yellow centerline striping as an edge of the proposed
painted

median to reduce costs associated

with removals.

Additional striping considerations include the following:
Provide yellow reflective and non reflective raised pavement markings on

the double centerline stripes, with reflective markers at 24' centers and
non reflective markers at 4' centers between the reflective markers.
Provide 10' wide left turn lanes where possible with white reflective and

non reflective raised pavement markings on the barrier stripes for left turn
lanes, with reflective markers at 24' centers and non reflective markers at
4' centers between the reflective markers.

Reinstall diagonal yellow stripes within the painted median on both sides
of Canada Sombre Road, and install new diagonal yellow stripes in the
wide painted median near the park.

Provide openings in the painted median striping to retain driveway access.

T
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D

Provide transverse grooves in the non traversable painted medians to

provide warning to those motorists drifting across the painted median into
opposing traffic, or attempting to illegally pass other vehicles. The exact
locations of these grooves should be carefully chosen and monitored to
minimize potential noise impacts on adjacent residents.

D

Install 4" wide white right edge stripes between the thru lane and the
pavement

shoulder.

Remove the raised reflective white/ clear pavement markers spaced every
24' from the shoulder area for the entire length of Hacienda Road.
D

Install reflectors and paddle markers on the guard rails when possible.

D Remove the remaining portion of the rumble strip across southbound
Hacienda Road near the fire station and City Hall.
Revise the northbound lane drop pavement markings, striping and signing

in the area immediately north of Janine Drive adjacent to the easterly
frontage road to correspond with Figure 6- 15 of the Caltrans Traffic
Manual ( attached.)

2 LED Enhanced Pavement Markers —These new solar powered

devices emit

steady burning light through three LED' s in the raised pavement marker back
toward the approaching motorist. They are visible during daylight or at night, in all
types

of weather

for distances

conditions,

10 times greater than reflective

markers. In early 2000, the CTCDC determined that these pavement markers are

not a new traffic control device as long as they are used for longitudinal
applications

and

installations

are

consistent

with

the

standards

published

in

Caltrans Traffic Manual. Subsequently, these pavement markers were installed

at a curve with a higher than expected accident rate in the City of Orange. Given
the conditions

on Hacienda

Road,

installation

of these illuminated

pavement

markers should be considered with the roadway striping described above,
particularly between Skyline Drive and Reposado Drive as well as from Avocado
Crest Road to Villa Rita Drive. Such an installation would cost about $ 7, 000.
3 Traffic Signal Operation — Consider

operating the traffic signals as follows:

Rest in red" at Skyline Drive which would provide a green light to vehicles

traveling at or less than the posted 35 miles per hour speed limit. It would

display a red light to vehicles approaching the traffic signals at speeds
higher than 35 miles per hour, causing them to stop before receiving a
green light. Both the protected left turn signals and the flashing yellow
beacon with the signal ahead warning sign would continue to operate as

they do today. Stopping sight distance of the traffic signal indication on the
left for southbound traffic is about 400', adequate and appropriate for a
design

speed

of about

50 mph.

The flashing yellow beacon provides
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additional advance warning of the traffic signal, and is visible about 350'
further in advance. While this traffic signal is located about one mile from
each of the adjacent traffic signals, a distance too far to be used to

attempt to control speed by using a fixed time operation, the " Rest in Red"
operation is believed to be appropriate. This change should be considered

in about two years after the City reviews the accident history, if any, that
may be associated with this new traffic signal.
Fixed

time"

at both East Road and at West Road, with these signals

about 1, 300' apart. This operation would provide a constant cycling of the
traffic signals to the side streets and to the protected/permissive left turn
arrows on Hacienda Road without regard to actual vehicle or pedestrian

demand, displaying a red indication to Hacienda Road traffic for a fixed
length of time each traffic signal cycle.

With the 1, 300' spacing between

these signals, progression between 30 and 35 miles per hour can be

achieved, very similar to Mar Vista Street in the City of Whittier. Signing
similar to Mar Vista Street indicating the signals are set for 32 mph can
also be installed in advance of these two traffic signals on Hacienda Road.
Before implementing these operational changes, additional study to
determine potential impact on the peak hour capacity at both intersections
should be conducted to make sure significant queuing would not occur.
4 Raised Median Installation —With our previous experience involving Caltrans

and their administration of the Federal Hazard Elimination Safety Program, it is

believed that the City's application for funding for the design and installation of a
raised median on Hacienda Road north of Reposado Drive will be approved. This
grant will

provide $

360, 000 of the $ 400, 000 cost of this project. If the project

proceeds, then a positive median barrier will be provided between the north City

boundary north of Skyline Drive and Reposado Drive, a distance of nearly one
mile. The geometry of the raised median is expected to follow the painted median
recommended earlier in this report, fitting between the double yellow stripes.
5 Monument Signs —

Many communities use these features to identify their

major entrances. They are carefully designed to easily break away when struck

by an out of control vehicle. The monument signs are generally 6' wide, and have
at least 2' of clearance to the adjacent traffic lane. For northbound traffic on

Hacienda Road, a 10' wide area is available just north of the City Hall driveway
for the installation of a small raised median with a monument sign. Alternatively,

it may also be located where the roadway narrows just to the north but a minor
amount of street widening would be needed at that location. Installation of a 10'
wide median to accommodate a monument sign for southbound traffic would

require widening the roadway by at least 6'. This widening would also include

grading of an embankment on the west side and/ or filling and grading of a
drainage course along the east side. Small raised medians typically cost about
12, 000 without landscaping or grading.
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6 Visibility and Sight Distance Enhancements — Sight distance at driveways,
intersections,

and traffic control devices along Hacienda Road is somewhat

limited by trees and other roadside vegetation.

The design stopping sight

distance associated with 35 miles per hour is 250' and it is 305' at 40 miles per
hour on level terrain. Downgrades increase the distance based on the steepness

of the roadway profile. It is recommended that at least 300' of sight distance be
provided at intersections, driveways, and traffic control devices along Hacienda

Road in the City by tree trimming and clearing back roadside vegetation.
7 Traffic Signing improvements — While most traffic warning signs currently

installed along Hacienda Road are in accordance with accepted standards and
practices,
signing can be improved at the southerly curve of the dogleg by
replacing the existing signs with curve signs in the head on position, together
with chevrons, in both directions. Skid tests should be conducted to determine if
the "

Slippery When Wet" warning signs could now be removed after the

resurfacing project. In addition, it is suggested that the City request Caltrans to
consider improving both the guide signing and the truck route/ weight limit
restriction signing on Whittier Boulevard in advance of Hacienda Road.
8 Speed Trailer Display Board —

Deployment of the speed trailer display board

on Hacienda Road should continue as time and resources permit.
WSetectiVe Enforcement —Selective enforcement of the surveyed 35 miles per

hour speed limit on Hacienda Road using radar or laser technology should
continue as time and resources
permit. The existing engineering and traffic
surveys were conducted

in 1998 and are effective for a minimum of 7 years as

long as conditions do not change significantly. If the City implements the various
suggestions and considerations in this report, then the engineering and traffic
surveys should be redone. However, based on the present critical speeds over

40 miles per hour, it is considered unlikely that implementation

of the traffic

calming measures in this report will lower these speeds enough to be able to
support a lower 30 miles per hour speed limit.
10 Additional Traffic Signal Installations — During

the review of the draft traffic

calming report, it was suggested that additional traffic signal installations at
Reposado Drive and at Avocado Crest Road be evaluated as additional traffic

calming measures on Hacienda Road. Traffic signals at Reposado Drive would
be located

about 2, 100' north of East Road and those at Avocado

Crest Road

would be about 1, 100' from West Road. When traffic signals are located about 1/ 2
miles apart, it is difficult to maintain

traffic platoons

and progression.

With the

intersection spacing, traffic signals at Avocado Crest Road may fit well into a
progression plan with those at East and West Roads using a 60 second cycle,
whereas

those at Reposado

Drive would not fit the progression.

It is suggested

initially that the City evaluate the platoon effects of the fixed time traffic signal
operations suggested for East and West Roads and, if further study indicates
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conditions and volumes at Avocado Crest Road satisfy the accepted guidelines,
then consider the $ 110, 000 installation

cost as well as annual maintenance

and

energy costs in future budgetary deliberations.
11 Speed Striping — Painted transverse white stripes spaced at gradually

decreasing distances to enhance the driver' s perception of speed, also known as
are described in the attached article entitled " A New Look at
Optical Speed Bars" from the November 2001 ITE Journal. With the approval of
the CTCDC, Caltrans will soon install these experimental devices on Pacific

speed striping,

Coast Highway west of Santa Monica in advance of four marked crosswalks. If
this experiment is successful in slowing traffic, then guidelines for speed striping
will be developed by the CTCDC, a process likely to take several years to
complete. If implementation of other traffic calming measures in this report do not
achieve the desired results, then the following locations could be considered after
the guidelines are established by the CTCDC:
D Southbound travel lane south of Skyline Drive in advance of the curve left
before the horseshoe curve at Canada Sombre Road.
D

Southbound travel lane south of Reposado Drive in the tangent sections.

D Consider speed striping at other locations, in advance of the dogleg curve
for example, if satisfactory speed reduction occurs at the initial locations.

Other Speed Control Measures Considered But Not Recommended

These measures have been used by several cities to control
speed on local residential and collector streets. Typically, the agency adopts a
1 Speed Humps —

policy that identifies the roadway characteristics and features to be considered in
the

evaluation

considerable

of their

input

is

possible

received

use.

from

During the policy adoption
the

providers

of emergency

process,
services

including police, fire, and paramedics as well as from legal counsel regarding

liability exposure issues. These devices are considered roadway design features,
not traffic control

devices.

Based

upon the Hacienda

Road traffic volumes

of

about 17, 000 vehicles per day together with the roadway horizontal and vertical
alignment, these measures are not considered appropriate for this roadway.
2 Speed Tables — These measures

are similar in nature to speed humps, but

generally have a longer profile with a flat top in the center. Some agencies have
used them in downtown

commercial

districts to enhance pedestrian crossing

opportunities. Based upon the Hacienda Road traffic volumes of about 17, 000

vehicles per day together with the roadway horizontal and vertical alignment,
these measures are not considered appropriate for this roadway.
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3 Roundabouts —

Used extensively in Europe, these intersection designs are
gaining in popularity in the United States. They have been used at intersections
to eliminate traffic signals ( 101 Freeway Interchange in Santa Barbara) or at
unusually complex intersections having more than four legs ( Pacific Coast
Highway at Lakewood Boulevard in Long Beach.) They require significant right of

way to achieve the proper approach and exit design angles, and are best suited
for intersecting streets of about equal traffic volumes. They are not considered
appropriate for Hacienda Road.
4 Textured Pavement —

This treatment is typically used to enhance marked
crosswalks at signalized intersections or at locations having stop signs. It is also
used within median areas and channelization islands to improve the esthetics of

these areas. It is more expensive than typical pavement and must be carefully
installed

to

provide

a

smooth

surface

for

pedestrians.

While

it should

be

considered within the raised medians now being reviewed for possible funding, it
is not recommended

at this time for installation on Hacienda Road.

5 Chicanes/ Neck Downs/ Chokers — These measures involve extension of the

outside roadway curbs into the travel lane area. Special care must be taken to
design them so drainage is not impeded. While they have been installed on Mar

Vista Street in the City of Whittier, they are occasionally struck by inattentive
motorists,
even with signing and markings clearly delineating their locations.
Based -won the roadway horizontal and vertical alignment, these measures are
not considered appropriate for installation on Hacienda Road.

6 In Pavement

Flashing

Lights -

These measures

are relatively new to

California and have typically been used at unexpected marked pedestrian
not protected by either traffic signals or stop signs. While now
recognized in the national Manual of Traffic Control Devices, they are still
considered to be experimental and have been used at locations calling for
treatments above and beyond conventional measures. The technology is new
and still being improved. These devices are not seen by some motorists and
others may be confused by their use. Based upon these factors and the relatively

crosswalks

high cost of these devices ($ 30, 000 to $ 60,000 for conventional crosswalks),

they are not recommended for consideration at this time on Hacienda Road.
7

Rumble Strias —

These measures are effective in calling the motorist's

attention to a particular traffic control device or to a roadway feature. They
consist

of several

rows

of non

reflective

raised

pavement

markers

installed

perpendicular to the travel path. While certainly having appropriate applications,
typically at the end of freeway segments or approaching toll booths back east,

they do create noise and vibration by every vehicle traveling over them. Given
the nature

of the

community

and these

negative

recommended for use on Hacienda Road at this time.
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8 Change the Traffic Signals to 4 -way Stops —Traffic volumes are significantly

higher on Hacienda Road than on East Road ( 8: 1), West Road ( 6: 1),

and Skyline

To consider 4 way stops, traffic volumes on the intersecting streets
should be about equal or no more than 2: 1. Given the imbalance, changing the
Drive ( 20: 1.)

traffic signals on Hacienda Road to operate as 4 -way stops is not recommended.
9 Additional Roadside Trees — The installation of additional trees immediately

adjacent to the roadway edge was suggested to give motorists a more confined

cone of vision, causing them to slow. Trees and other fixed objects adjacent to

roadways without concrete curbs are subject to being struck by motorists. Over
the years, many agencies have embarked on programs to open up roadside
areas to provide clear zones to enable motorists to recover without striking fixed

objects. The AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Streets and Highways
published in 2001 indicates " Where roadside barriers, walls,

or other

vertical

elements are present, it is desirable to provide a wide enough graded shoulder

that the vertical elements will be offset a minimum of 2' from the outer edge of
the

usable

shoulder."

While trees could be planted

2' behind the guardrails,

AASHTO recommends a minimum clear zone adjacent to rural roads without

curbs or other vertical elements of at least 10'. While the planting of trees could

certainly be considered outside these clear zone areas, such would be of limited,
if any, value in traffic calming.
10 Other Signing —Other signing suggested but not recommended is as follows:
Double fine zones — Used only in construction zones and on certain state

highways designated in Chapter 97 of the Streets and Highways Code.
Not a Through Route Signs — Not appropriate as Hacienda Road connects

Whittier Boulevard to various major streets and freeways to the north.

Attachments

City of Whittier Mar Vista Street Update dated April 4, 2002
Figure 6- 15, Lane Reduction Transition, from Caltrans Traffic Manual
A New Look at Optical Speed Bars," ITE Joumal, November 2001
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Date:

April 4, 2002

To:

Parking and Transportation Commission

From:

Engineering Staff

Subject:

Mar Vista Street from College Avenue to Colima Road — Traffic Update

Recommendation

Staff recommends that the Commission receive and file this update report.
Background

In 1998, the City Council approved the construction of traffic calming features along Mar
Vista Street to regulate and control the speed of traffic. These features were completed
in November 1998, which included installation of raised landscaped center median

islands, chacanes and striping improvements along Mar Vista Street.
Physical. Street Characteristics

Mar Vista Street ( an east -west street) is classified as a Collector Street in the Whittier
General Plan. The street has a curb -to -curb width of 36 feet within a 60 foot right- of-

way. The entire street is abutted by single family residential homes.
The street is striped for one lane of traffic for each direction with left tum pockets
provided

at the intersections

of College Avenue, Vale

Drive,

Catalina

Enramada Avenue, La Sierra Avenue, Via Escondia and Colima Road.
center

median

islands

and/ or chacanes

are located

Avenue,

Landscaped

near York Avenue,

Catalina

Avenue, San Lucus Drive, La Bajada Avenue and Enramada Avenue.

Traffic signals located at the intersections of College Avenue, Michigan Avenue and
Ocean View Avenue are coordinated for a progression speed of 32 MPH. The traffic
signal at Colima Road and Mar Vista Street was modified to provide a separate control

of right turns onto Mar Vista Street ( similar to freeway ramp metering) during morning

peak hours in order to platoon traffic to provide gaps for residents to exit their

driveways.
Traffic Volumes

Traffic volumes performed prior to and after the installation of the traffic calming
features on Mar Vista Street are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1: MAR VISTA STREET TRAFFIC VOLUME COMPARISON
AFTER

BEFORE

LOCATION

Change in
Volume

EB

WB

Total

EB

WB

Total

East of College Avenue

8, 285

8,490

16,775

7, 848

7, 882

15,730

1, 045

East of Ocean View Avenue

7, 701

8,245

15, 946

7, 644

7, 197

14, 841

1, 105

West of Colima Road

6,613

9,656

16, 269

8,670

7, 525

16, 195

74

The combination of the traffic calming features implemented
have slightly reduced the overall traffic volumes.

along Mar Vista Street

Speed Surveys
Mar Vista Street has a posted speed limit of 35 MPH.

Updated radar speed surveys

were performed on Mar Vista Street to measure the post -improvement

impact.

Table 3

shows comparisons of these current surveys and the previous surveys performed near
the same locations.

TABLE 3: MAR VISTA STREET —RADAR SPEED PROFILE

Location

Direction

Before

After

Change

Average

Critical

Average

Critical

in Critical

E/ O York Ave.

EB

36

41

34

37

4

E/ O York Ave.

WB

35

40

36

39

1

W/O Michigan Ave.

EB

38

43

36

40

3

W/O Michigan Ave.

WB

37

43

35

39

4

E/ O Calmada Ave.

EB

34

38

35

37

1.

E/ O Calmada Ave.

WB

37

42

34

40

2

E/O Davista Dr.

EB

38

41

30

34

7

E/ O Davista Dr.

WB

37

41

32

35

6

E/ O Enramada Ave.

EB

35

39

34

38

1

E/ O Enramada Ave.

WB

39

43

35

39

4

These results indicate that there has been slowing of traffic near the installed traffic
percentile
speed)
of
calming features, but drivers are traveling at a critical speed (
85th

up to 5 MPH faster than the posted speed limit between the features.

This is an

indication that drivers are trying to make up the time that they lost while negotiating the
Continued police radar speed enforcement would help to

traffic calming features.

discourage excessive speed on these portions of Mar Vista Street.

Accident Review

Traffic Engineering staff has performed a mid -block accident review for Mar Vista Street
comparing the prior three- year period of January 1, 1996 to December 31, 1998 to the
three- year period of January 1, 1999 to December 31, 2001 following the installation of
the new traffic calming improvements. The accident comparisons are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2: MAR VISTA STREET — MID -BLOCK ACCIDENT COMPARISON
3 Years Before

3 Year After

Change in

1/ 1194 — 12/ 31/ 98

1/ 1/ 99 — 12/ 31/ 01

Accidents

Hit Object

17

10

7

Hit Animal

0

1

1

Collision Type

Broadside

2

1

1

Rear -End

22

15

7

Sideswipe

7

0

7

0

1

1

48

28

20

Head -On
Total

During the three years following the installation of the traffic calming features along Mar
Vista Street there has been a significant 41% reduction in the number of reported mid -

block collisions along the street. The reductions occurred with the number of reported

hit object, rear -end and sideswipe collisions that involved speed as a primary collision
Four of the recent collisions were the result of drivers operating their vehicles

factor.

while driving under the influence ( DUI).
Conclusion

Overall, the traffic calming improvements installed along Mar Vista Street has resulted
in minor speed reductions on portions of the street, lower traffic volumes and a
significant reduction in reported mid -block accidents.

Improved traffic circulation has

resulted from the left turn pockets installed along Mar Vista Street.
JCD:jlk
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Figure 6- 15
TYPICAL LANE REDUCTION TRANSITION
Edge of Traveled Way

Edge of Traveled Way
L'

75 m

225 m
See Note 3)

See Notes 1 and 6) -

See Note 2)

1°'

DO
NOT

See Note 4)

PASS
W75

R63

W11

NOTES:

1. The Length of Transition ( L) is a minimum desirable length

It is computed by formula L =

2/ 3( WS) for a

highways with speeds of 70 km/ h or more. On urban, residential and other streets where speeds are 65
km/ h or less, the formula L=WS2 = 150 may be used. Adequate sight distance and the proximity to a

freeway ramp, crossroad, etc., may dictate the need for adjustments. In general, better trraffic operations
will result when the adjustments
2. On urban, residential

consist of increasing the length of a transition rather than a reduction.

or other streets where speeds are 65 km/ h or less, the distance for placement of the

W11 sign may be reduced to a minimum of 30 m.
3. A LANE ENDS MERGE LEFT ( W75) sign should be placed in conjunction with the W11 sign.

Adequate

sight distance or the proximity to a freeway ramp, crossroad, etc., may dictate the need and/ or the
location.

4. The R63 sign should not be used on a freeway or expressway, etc., where two or more lanes remain after
a lane is dropped.

5. Lane Reduction Arrows are place In groups of three. They are optional on highways where speeds are 65
km/ h or less. Where speeds are 70 km/h or more or a W75 sign Is used, an additional groupof arrows

may be placed. See also Note 3.
6. Delineators should be spaced approximately 60 m apart. There should be a minimum of 3 delineators
throughout the entire length of a lane reduction transition.

See Section 6- 04. 4.

7. A left lane drop should be avoided on undivided roadways because of the difficulty in placing signs to
warn motorists

in the left lane.

LEGEND
L = Lane Reduction Length ( in meters)

Direction

W = Offset Distance ( in meters)
S = Off Peak 85 Percentile Speed

of Travel

Lane Reduction Arrow
I

Delineators ( Type F)

in 5 km/ h intervals), ort e

Design Speed may be used
for new construction.

NOT TO SCALE

A New Look

at

THIS FEATURE DISCUSSES
A STUDY OF THE MEANS

Optical Speed Bars

CAN TRAFFIC ENGINEERS IMPLY

The study was conducted on a rural por-

ment the perceptual

dynamics used in

tion of 170 west of Topeka, KS, USA. The

some amusement parks? On indoor roller

manufactured optically, rather than by the

average annual daily traffic ( AADT) for
this segment was 18,000 vehicles per day,
20. 5 percent of which were heavy vehicles.

actual speed of the ride alone. The percep-

The work zone was approximately 8 kilo-

tion of speed, rather than the actual speed,

meters (km) (5 miles) in length, about 2.2
km (1. 4 miles) ofwhich was monitored for

coasters, riders perceive speed that has been
BY WHICH OPTICAL SPEED
BARS REDUCE SPEEDS,

is what impacts the riders' thoughts and

AND IT EXAMINES THE

decision- making processes. The ride

traffic characteristics during the evaluation.

TECHNIQUE' S

enhances the riders' perception ofspeed by
providing a changing frame of reference. A

The study site had a straight alignment

series of lights appear with a consistent fre-

excepting the last 122 m (400 ft.). The sec-

quency, initially, then appear more rapidly

tion contained no interchanges or horizon-

as the ride accelerates, exaggerating the sen-

tal curves. The regulatory speed limit was

sation of motion.

113 kilometers per hour ( kph) [ 70 miles

APPLICABILITY TO
HIGHWAY WORK ZONES.

This concept has been applied to high-

way transportation in several contexts.
One technique that capirali7es on this

PATTERN DESIGN

speed bars are transverse stripes spaced at

oped. The optical speed bars comprised

gradually decreasing distances with the
intent of enhancing the driver's percep-

the element designated as the primary pat-

tion of speed, resulting in a speed reduc-

ing effects and perceptual effects, a second

don. The technique has been used in

pattern dement, the leading pattern, was

several countries, most notably Great

added upstream of the primary pattern.

Britain,' where the technique has become
a typical device used at approaches to

Based on the suspicion that drivers will

almost exclusively

situations

where traffic

traveling at highway speeds is required to

A three -element pattern was devel-

tern. To facilitate the separation of warn-

resume their previous speeds after leaving
the primary pattern,
ment,

the

a third pattern

work zone pattern,

was

ele-

added

downstream of the primary pattern.

slow to a stop or near stop, such as on a

The leading pattern spans 332 m

freeway exit ramp ending at a stop sign or

1, 090 ft.) and consists of 20 bars, each

traffic signal. Most formal studies have

with constant width of 105 centimeters
cm) [ 42 inches ( in.)]
and being 16 m

shown the technique to have significant

merit2- 4 The studies have not all agreed
on the mechanism by which the technique reduces speeds, some citing perceptual
others

effects5
assert

while

that

the

pavement markings

52 ft.)

apart. Any reduction in speed

occurring in the leading pattern is likely
due to a warning effect.
The primary pattern is 279 -in (915 -ft.)
long and consists of29 bars. The widths of
the bars vary from 105 cm ( 42 in.) to 60

simply act as a large warning sign.6

an ( 24 in.).

In 1999, the Kansas Department of
Transportation ( IG) OT) and The Univer-

16 m ( 52 ft.) to 9 m ( 29 ft.). Speed reduc-

sity of Kansas conducted a test to study the
mechanism by which optical speed bars
reduce speeds and to evaluate their poten-

tial effectiveness in highway work zones.
44

per hour (mph)] during normal operation,
and 97 kph ( 60 mph) during construction.

principle of perceived speed has been
referred to as optical speed bars Optical

roundabouts. Applications have been

BY ERIC MEYER

and had a gradient of less than 1 percent,

The bar spacings vary from

tions occurring in the primary pattern are
likely due to a perceptual effect.
The work -zone pattern spans 747 m
2, 450 ft.) and consists of four secs of six
bars, with 152 m ( 500 ft.) between sets.
1TE JOURNAL /
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Each bar is 60 -cm ( 24 -in.) wide with a

Distance
Width ( varies)

spacing of 6 m ( 20 ft.).

Leading Edge to Lead' m6 Edge)
Varies)

Because optical speed -bar design parameters used in previous studies have been

ar
Direction or
traffic

largely arbitrary, computer simulations
were developed by The University of
Kansas to aid in assessing the relative

tr• 1 .

4Y5M: 4:

i'. :+

a ti =:, F '%'

C. ••

ilia:::, .. ;

t

y.- .

T . .

merit of various designs.
As shown in Figure 1, the length of the
bars ( Le., the transverse dimension) is a
constant 2.75 m ( 9 k). The width of the
bars ( i.e., in the direction of vehicle travel)
varies across the pattern elements. Figure 2
shows a plan view of the pattern ( longitudi-

0. 457 m
1. 5 ft)

nal dimension only). The bars were applied
with paint, so the thickness was negligible.

Figure 1. Dimensions of opticd speed bars.

DATA COLLECTION

Work Zona Patrol
Traffic

Automatic traffic recorders were used

to collect the raw data in the form of
time -stamped axle hits. Because of the
distance

between

a separate

data -collection

recorder

la •

r •. •

a.

154000 m

154500 m :•

4•

16400m

m

3 •
1T. 000

Fbw

4

m

17. 500 m

sbuon
Pokes •%

points,

had to be used

3 •

art ar= Parm4 • P irtarYPalem •

7

lsas_Faerl

for
r Paten,

I

each point. Computer software was writ-

Limes Pawn

J

TramcFbw

i{

ten to extract from the data speed, acceleration,

axle

spacings

and

classification

164510

m

154500

m

164700 m

then

generated

vehicle -specific

tarn00 m

164900 m

17+ 000 m

17+ 100 m

1742110

m

Station

for each individual vehicle. The software

Data Colxian Poles •

Pel aryPmrn •

Lea

Paean

speed

profiler by matching records pertaining

RgmeRgme 2.2. DiagramDiagram ofof barbar tocafions tocafions andand datadata
- - collectioncollection points.points.

to the same vehicle in the data collected
at the various data -collection points.
RESULTS
The

pavement

markings

performed

surprisingly well. The color contrast
between the white paint and the concrete

VMS not as high as would be the case with
asphalt, but the bars were nonetheless visi-

ble. Figure 3 shows the beginning of the
leading pattern before the lanes were
reopened to traffic. The visibility decreased
only slightly from three months of wear.
Traffic data were collected for 30 days.

Figure Figure 3.3. Beginning Beginning ofof leading leading pattern pattern jest jest after after instil ation.instil ation.

Only vehicles with headways of 5 seconds or more were considered.

Daytime

FigureFigure 44 showsshows meanmean speeds,speeds, 85th85th

and nighttime were analyzed separately,

percentile percentile

as were passenger cars and heavyvehicles.

tions.tions.

Only daytime observations of passenger

data data point point 11 and and lowest lowest atat data data point point 5.5.

cars are discussed in this feature, though

speeds speeds and and standard standard devia-devia-

The The 85th 85th percentile percentile speed speed decreases decreases

betweenbetween datadata pointspoints 22 andand 33( ( thethe firstfirst halfhalf

show

ofof thethe leadingleading pattern),pattern),

characteristics

the same conclusions.

and support

Speed characteris-

though though somewhat somewhat less less pronounced. pronounced.

ev
Based Based onon thethe ANOVA ANOVA results results and and aa con-con-

AllAll three three parameters parameters are are highest highest at at

nighttime data and heavy vehicle data
similar

MeanMean speeds speeds showshow aa similar similar pattern,pattern,

decreases decreases again again

fidencefidence levellevel ofof 9595 percent,percent, thethe changeschanges
inin mean mean speed speed from from data data point point 22 to to data data

point point 3,3, from from datadata point point 44 toto datadata point point 55
andand fromfrom datadata pointpoint 55 toto datadata pointpoint 66

betweenbetween damdam pointspoints 44 andand 55( ( thethe firstfirst halfhalf

were were statistically statistically significant. significant.

Equipment failures limited the data avail-

ofof the the primary primary pattern),pattern), then then increases increases
between between datadata points points 55 andand 6.6. TheThe 85th 85th

bothboth warningwarning effectseffects andand perceptualperceptual elleelle

able for analysis, and, consequently, some

percentile percentile speeds speeds remain remain below below the the base-base-

areare associated associated withwith opticaloptical speedspeed bars.'bars.'

data points do not appear in the figures.

line line between between datadata point point 66 andand datadata point point 9.9.

factfact thatthat nono significantsignificant changeschanges occurredoccurred

tics did nor appear to vary with time.
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